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Doing Good ' cX

"Standing true in a post-truth, post-Christian society" series — principle 3
Romans 12:14-21

I have almost always been in an environment where genuine Bible-believers and straight
forward Biblical faith were in the minority ...
• My primary years I went to New England mainline churches with generally Yale

seminary graduates as pastors who taught me that there is a God, Jesus is a good person
and do good things. The idea that the Bible is the word of God, Jesus is God incarnate,
our right relationship with God does not come by how many good things we do or how
few bad things we do, but by Jesus' sacrifice on the cross to pay the penalty of our sins,
that Jesus bodily rose from the dead and that God has moral absolutes that apply to every
human - those beliefs were all dismissed as the foolishness of ignorant people.

• As a teen, I moved to the Chicagoland area and heard the good news of Jesus for the very
first time. I knew I was a sinner, I could see the world was broken, and it was clear that
what I was formerly taught was more wishful thinkins than well-grounded truth. For the
first time, I had a group of people who were thinkers, pleasant, outward focused and
dedicated to Jesus in a small, growing local church - but few were my age. School, work
and society around me was headed farther and farther from the truths of the Bible.

• Then I headed to that great Christian bastion called the University of Illinois. I, of course
say the university was a bastion of Christianity kiddingly because a number of professors
and students were outwardly antagonistic against belief in the One true God. My first
biology class started out with the professor swearing saying anyone who believes God
created this universe is full of it.

•  I did have 3 years in a genuine Christian bastion when I lived at home, participated in my
home church & went to Trinity Seminary. But I also saw there the weakness of people
who just hang around Christians - they argued & fought over little things.

• Lastly I moved out to Barre Vermont without any contacts to start an evangelical church
in an environment that was already post-Christian and, at that time, had no idea what an
evangelical was. We were labeled a cult at first. While we have had a few times in the
past 40 years where belief in Jesus was somewhat popular, on the whole, there has been
little in the culture around me to encourage Biblical belief.

So I have almost always been in an environment where genuine Bible-believers and straight
forward Biblical faith were the minority. The same is true in our missions work around the
world. As a church, we tend to work with, pray for and sacrificially give to nationals & miss
ionaries who work where either conversion to Christ is outwardly opposed or the culture is very
hardened it. I love asking those national leaders & missionaries, 'What is important to teach &
train believers in, considering the culture is so against you or people are wrongly accusing
you of something*'. A key part of their answer is the subject of our message today.

PROPOSITION: In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or backwards, we will be
known for doing good, serving the least of these and loving our neighbors.
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I. Historical claims against Bible-believers
Historically, the early church grew in a culture of opposition to its beliefs and truths. So
much so, that Jesus specifically taught them about the cost of following Him, the sureness
that opposition would come and that they are to consider themselves blessed bv God when
people persecute them and speak falsely about them because of their faith in Jesus. For
example, by 100 AD it was claimed that Christians were immoral (because they spoke of
'love feasts') when they were one of the only groups calling people to sexual purity. It was
also claimed that they were atheists because they didn't believe in the gods of the culture
but how could they be atheists when they believed so strongly in the one true God. And it
was also claimed that Christians were cannibals because of the words spoken at communion
- of eating the body and drinking the blood of Jesus speaking of their remembrance of Jesus'
death for them. Of course there were others - equally frustrating but genuinely believed by
many. I put the faulty attacks on Biblical Christians in one of three categories - and these
continue around the world today.

A. Uneducated, stupid, foolish
The first, attacks Christians intellectually. You Christians don't KNOW as much as
our enlightened culture because you are uneducated, stupid orfoolish? Don't be
surprised when you hear attacks like this in our day because our spiritual enemy is
trying to deceive them into believing there is no reason to listen to our witness.

B. Bigoted, hypocritical, narrow-minded, selfish, hateful
The second, attacks Christians on their behavior. You don't ACT the way we think you
should so you are bigoted, hypocritical, narrow-minded, uncaring or hateful. Again
don't be surprised when you hear ones like that in our day because our spiritual enemy
is trying to deceive them into misinterpreting our actions so our witness about Jesus
is discredited.

C. Harmful to society, do terrible things
The third, attacks Christians on their perceived effect on others or the terrible things it
is falsely claimed that they do. In other words, it's claimed that the group we are
associated with is harmful to the greater good. Or your actions & words make others
feel bad. Or you do despicable and hidden things. Again, the demonics' goal is to
keep anyone from seeing Jesus in our witness.

When these claims against Biblical Christians cause positive, godly change in some
area of weakness or sin by those Christians, then God is using that societal outward
pressure as discipline. But what if those claims are not true of you? What if you
aren't full of hate; you aren't ignorant; or that what you are standing for will actually
help people in the long run. How should we respond in times of unfair accusations?
In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or backwards, we will be known for
doing good, serving the least of these and loving our neighbors.
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Of course, our natural impulse is to get angry and push back. While we want to go to a
person who has accused us directly & try to reconcile that is not always possible. Plus
reconciliation takes two. Another impulse we have is to withdraw & try to hide our
faith so we don't face any negative actions or comments. But then that means we are
not going to help anyone eternally! As Nick Vujicic, who was bom without either his
arms or legs says, in the great extra article out on the lobby table, "When you stand
in front of the gates of hell and redirect traffic, sometimes it gets a little bit hot."

There is another reaction we have when we are treated or spoken of unfairly and that
is to seek sympathy. We want others to think of us as persecuted when people are
simply disagreeing with us or wanting things different! A quote I read this week
wisely said evangelicals want to have a persuasive voice in a pluralist society^ a
voice that can defend Christians from serious persecution, then we must be able to
discern accurately when we are truly victims of oppression—and when this
victimization is only imagined,'' We no longer have "home court advantage" in our
culture but we are not being persecuted like new believers in the Middle East or
China. Even there I am told the Chinese believers don't pray for no opposition, but
they pray for stronger backs to keep going!

II. God's countercultural call when attacked - do good
So when we are frustrated with the negative things said about us, unfair actions done against
us or a lack of appreciation for the good we add to society, how does Jesus want us to
proceed so that the greatest, positive, long term effect on others, ourselves & Jesus' work
will happen? In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or backwards, we will be
known for doing good, serving the least of these and loving our neighbors. Let's see that in
Romans 12.

A. Bless those who attack you Romans 12:14, 20
(Matt 5:44; Luke 6:27; Acts 7:59-60; Luke 23:34)
READ V 14. Talk about radical, you can't get more radical than this. This tmth is
right from the mouth of Jesus, God come down in human form. In Matthew 5:44 Jesus
says, "Bull tell you, love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you," Also
in Luke 6:37 Jesus says, "But to you who are listening I say: Love your enemies,
do good to those who hate you," Bless those who attack you. Well, the disciples
listened and they found Jesus' words transformational for themselves, the church and
others! It takes a radical relationship with Jesus based on love, tmth and grace to even
consider this supernatural order: "Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not
curse." It is one thing not to curse your enemies, but entirely another to pray for their
blessing. In case, we miss the radicalness of this, God says it again in v 20. READ.
How powerful and counter-cultural this is! If the one giving you trouble is stuck on
the side of the road, help him or her out of the ditch. If someone is mistreating you at
work, pray for their blessing. In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or
backwards, we will be known for doing good, serving the least of these and loving
our neighbors. One of our people was having trouble at work with co-workers. The
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person prayed, tried some things but it only got worse. Then they changed their prayer
and asked God to bless those giving this person trouble. Within 30 days there was a
major change in attitude of those co-workers who became friends.

B. Don't repay evil for evil Romans 12:17
(1 Samuel 24:1-22; 16-20; also 1 Samuel 26)
Look at V 17. READ. Don't repay evil for evil. Then add to that restriction the
positive action of doing what is right, that is what is good, noble, and honorable in an
ethical sense. Again this is supremely mz/ica/because it is supremely unnatural. Our
conditioned reflex is to hit back. The world says, "Common sense demands getting
even." However, there is another way, God's way, and it has two important elements.
First, we must grow in our genuine trust of God. We must believe that Jesus will make
all wrongs right, in His time. We must trust God to work in the life of the one who
wronged us. God's work may end up in ultimate judgement someday but His work
may also bring those very enemies to the Lord Jesus Christ. We want to grow in our
trust of the justice of God. Second, we do some positive good which God can then use
in the most powerful of ways! That is what is being referred to in v 20 when it says
"you will heap burning coals on his or her head". Turn to I Samuel 24:16 to see a
powerful demonstration of this.

Saul is in power and he has taken 3,000 soldiers to find and kill David & the few
hundred men with him. At one point, Saul ducks into a cave to relieve himself ~ they
were even discreet back then in the wilderness. What Saul doesn't know is that David

is already hiding in that same cave. Rather than KILL Saul - take revenge, do evil -
David sneaks up and cuts off a comer of Saul's coat. When Saul returns to his army,
David emerges from that cave and says to Saul, 'Why do you think I am out to get
you? " I could have killed you just now - look at this piece of your coat I cut off The
Lord will avenge any wrong done to me -I am not seeking to do y^ any harmJ"^ At
this point Saul could have ordered the 3,000 soldiers to msh the cave, pen David in
and destroy them all - he has more strength. Notice Saul's reaction instead: READ I
Samuel 24:16-19. God uses David's act of kindness to the one attacking David to
open up Saul's heart to the possibility of genuinely repenting and tuming back to the
true God. God used that action to do the impossible - melt the heart of someone
consumed by fear, jealousy and hatred. Unfortunately this was short lived - God will
even give Saul another awakening in chapter 26, but Saul never opened himself up to
God's grace. The coals, these radically different responses, are used by God to offer
blessings. Amazing!

Now these commands are NOT forbidding you from protecting yourself when
physically attacked or kicking a person who is trying to abduct you or resisting evil
forces. This is particularly talking about situations where you have tried other
remedies and it is clear they won't work. No amount of organized physical resistance
would change the persecution the early Christians faced, just as no amount of data,
memes or arguments is going to change the fact that many in our culture will continue
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to speak negatively about our beliefs. But we are NEVER helpless! In a world where
Christians are labeled as bigots or backwards, let's be known for doing good, serving
the least of these and loving our neighbors. That's what our pers^jated brethren
around the world recognize! ^ _

C. Seek peace Romans 12:18, 15-16
Let's go back to Romans 12 and pick up with v 18. READ. Seek peace. Remember
the context here is those who oppose you, do evil against you and speak falsely about
you because of Jesus. This is not asking us to be a doormat or not to stand up to evil
forces or to stop being a visible Christian witness, or never talking about controversial
issues. But it does mean is that we put a priority on trying to understand their reasons
& thinking, though unfair, and the bigger picture God gives us of their lostness,
spiritual blindness and sin nature, a sin nature which is exactly the same as ours.

We see a similar call in v 15-16 on living in peace with fellow believers. READ v 15-
16. Live in harmony with each other. How? Our part starts with rejoicing with those
who rejoice (that's actually harder at times than the next one) and mourning with
those who mourn. A part of peacemaking seeks to empathize with those around us.
Also we are not to be proud or conceited — that is we are NOT to think we are better
than others or think all the good around is because of us. If we are conceited or think
we are better than others, we can't empathize. The positive side we add to this is being
willing to associate with those whom others look down on - those of low position
means society, or your own group, has a poor picture of them. (I always like to remind
us of the equally important words of God that ifsomeone is starting to tempt us
towards sin, we must separatefrom them).

This seeking peace has clear limits - "if it is possible" and "as far as it depends on
you". Harmony with others may not always be achievable, but believers should not be
responsible for that lack of peace. In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or
backwards, we will be known for doing good, serving the least of these and loving
our neighbors.

D. Don't take revenge Romans 12:19
As we come to v 19 we are reminded not to take revenge when we are mistreated for
the cause of Christ. READ v 19. We are to release unfair situations to God to avenge
-just like David did concerning King Saul. Revenge wants to inflict harm on another
because they harmed us. Humans aren't good with vengeance. We can NEVER get
enough. And revenge never leads to inner peace or long term transformation. WW1
was to be the war that ended all wars, yet my teachers regularly pointed out that our
heavy handedness with Germany & others after the war - getting revenge - may have
been a key aspect in the rise of Hitler who unleashed an even more destructive world
war. We tried something different after WW 11 and we've been getting along with
Germany and Japan since. In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or
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backwards, let's take steps to do good, serving the least of these and loving our
neighbors.

E. Overcome evil with good Romans 12:21
This is all summarized in v 21 READ. Overcome evil with good! We are to have a
heart open to the world. We are to pray for those who persecute us, to enter others'
joys and sorrows, to associate with everyone regardless of their station in life. What a
way to go after the world! In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or
backwards, we will be known for doing good, serving the least of these and loving
our neighbors. These are positive things we can dp that are transformative - for us, for
Jesus' work and for others.

III. Some helps in not being overcome with evil but overcoming evil with good Romans 12:21
What are some additional helps in not being overcome with evil but overcoming evil with
good?

A. Never divorce good deeds from good news
(Matthew 5:16; Galatians 6:9-10; Ephesians 2:8, 10; Titus 3:1,8,14; I Peter 2:12, 15; 3:9,13,15-17)
The first additional help is NEVER divorce good deeds fi-om the good news of Jesus,
the cross and the resurrection. The oppressed believers overseas know it is essential to
show compassion outside of your group if you want to effectively share the gospel in
hostile environments. So they sacrifice to bring good deeds with the good news. In the
opposite way, in our culture it is easy to do good deeds without sharing about Jesus
because it avoids potential push-back and people will think more highly of us. The
reality is that good deeds and speaking about Jesus work together. So in a culture
where evangelical Christians are thought of as the enemy we want to be known for our
good deeds. And we need to tie those good deeds to the Good News that Jesus came
into this world to provide a way for sinners to be reconciled to the Holy, perfect God.

B. Engage with those who are different fi-om you, especially those of "low position" (v 16)
The second additional help is to PERSONALLY engage with those who are different
than you - be around people who are different politically, different ethnically,
different in moral beliefs, different in faith beliefs (again, the Bible also reminds us
that ifanyone is tempting us to sin or let go of ourfaith in Jesus alone, we need to
separate from them). God allows us to be part of unbelievable transformation in
peoples' lives - but only if we actually interact with people different than us - who
don't believe the same as us. Reconciliation starts at the personal level. My
grandfather was definitely prejudiced against blacks. After he railed against them, I
would respond, "Gramps, how can you say all negros are lazy when you speak so
highly of these negro friends of yours" and I'd list a bunch of names. "The^G^ee.-
different", he would always reply, but he'd also stop berating blacks as a group. It
would take years before God softened his heart towards African-Americans as a
whole, but it would have never happened if he hadn't opened himself up to be around
people who are different. In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or
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backwards, let's put effort into doing good, serving the least of these and loving our
neighbors.

C. Let God defend you
The third additional help is to let God defend you. Billy Graham excelled at this as the
unfair attacks on him were incredible - but he did not attack back. He left that to God.

This is a broken world. Everyone here will be falsely accused, have bad motives
wrongly attributed to them and be treated unfairly. That is just going to happen. Let
God defend you. Grow in your understanding of how He does defend you, but that
requires we don't fight every battle to the death - both personally and in the culture
around us. It is really tough to do that, especially when the attacks are personal, but it
is powerful. Now God's defense often doesn't happen immediately, so that is why it is
especially important to add the fourth additional help.

D. Personally give Jesus something to multiply (your pathetically insignificant but sacrificial)
Personally give Jesus something to multiply. Personally pray for blessing for our
enemy or help out when they have nothing or don't act on your dreams for revenge.
Do good for those society looks down on, sacrifice some time to be around difficult
people, don't give up on challenging situations. This will always take a^crifice on
our part and it will always seem to be pathetically insignificant to the bigger problem
around, but that is the positive God gives us to do because He knows how He will
multiply that! Always have somewhere and something that you sacrifice for the least
of these. In a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or backwards, we will be
known for doing good, serving the least of these and loving our neighbors.

Our culture has turned from its Judeo-Christian moral roots. This isn't new. It has

been happening on and off for over 120 years. What we haven't done recently is
change our focus from what is unfair to these counter-cultural actions Jesus gives us
so we can overcome in the power of Jesus! We haven't gotten to the point where we
realize our human plans aren't going to transform. That is a good place to be, because
then we are more ready to give those fhistrations to God AND adopt Jesus' counter-
cultural responses including in a world where Christians are labeled as bigots or
backwards, let's do good in Jesus' name, serving the least of these and loving our
neighbors.
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